Abstract. The publish / subscribe scheme is an efficient paradigm for communication widely used in wired networks. However the use of this paradigm in the context of mobile networks such as VANETs is still an open research topic. In particular, the communication needs of mobile nodes often depend on the node state, location and/or surroundings. Consequently, extensions to the P/S paradigm have been proposed that introduce the concept of node context. This paper propose a survey on these context-aware publish / subscribe solutions for VANETs. We will particularly focus our discussion on two example applications drawn from the context of civil aviation and will argue that Aeronautical Ad hoc Networks (AANETs) are a subgroup of VANETs.
Introduction
Publish/Subscribe scheme is a communication paradigm which differs in many ways from classical communication schemes where addresses are used to identify the recipients. These addresses can target a single receiver (unicast communication) or multiple receivers (multicast communication). On the contrary, Publish/Subscribe systems allow event distribution from publisher (event producer) to subscriber (event consumer) without the use of any explicit address. Instead, the event distribution is based on declared subscribers interests. Those interests can be expressed in different ways depending on the subscription model used.
In the topic based subscription model, clients subscribe to topics characterized by a name. Events are then published on topics and the P/S system is responsible for the forwarding of events to clients who subscribed to this topic. The topic based subscription is quite simple but it's also limited since we can only filter events from a single attribute, i.e.: the topic name.
On the other side, in the content based subscription model, clients base their subscriptions on the content of events. So, when an event is published, the P/S system has to forward it to the clients whose subscriptions match the event content. The filter syntax "attribute -operator -pattern" can be used to define this subscription as described in [1] .
For example, persons holding stock of a company are generally interested in the evolution of its price. With to a topic based P/S system, we can easily think of a solution where these clients subscribe to a 'stock topic' and receive notifications each time the price of the stock has changed. With the use of a content based P/S system, we can be much more efficient in filtering events. For example, a subscription can allow to receive notification only when price pass through a threshold.
P/S systems offer many advantages over traditional communication. In particular, they offer communications decoupled in space (subscribers do not need to know publishers and vice-versa) and potentially in time if the P/S system is able to store events for clients which are temporally disconnected (as in delay tolerant networks [2] ).
In the past decade, many solutions (see for example [3] and [4] ) have been proposed by the research community and industrials to build P/S system over wired networks. However, as emphasized in [5] , those solutions are ill-adapted to the emerging category of networks called Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET). MANETs are defined as self-configuring networks of mobile nodes connected by wireless links without fixed infrastructure. In this category of networks, one sub-category will be dealt with in this paper, the Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET) whose nodes are vehicles. In both MANETs and VANETs, disconnections between nodes are a common occurrence and the wired network centred solutions for P/S systems are not likely to take handle them satisfactorily. Accordingly, new solutions have been proposed to offer P/S communication systems optimized for VANET. The aim of this article is to provide a survey of these solutions.
This paper is organized as follow, in section 2 we present important characteristics of a VANET and argue that AANET (Aeronautical Ad hoc Networks, i.e.: VANETs composed of aircraft) are a subgroup of VANETs. In section 3, we illustrate possible applications of P/S systems over VANETs. We then use those applications to present the expected features of P/S systems for VANETs and the main challenges associated to their definition in section 4. Finally, we describe existing solutions of P/S systems adapted to VANET and evaluate their suitability to our purpose and constraints in section 5, before concluding this paper in section 6.
VANETs characteristics and AANETs
A VANET can be defined as a self-organizing communication network composed of mobile vehicles using wireless communication links. VANETs are a subcategory of MANETs with some specificities. The most important is the high mobility of their nodes which leads to more frequent partitioning of the network [6] . Although, VANETs are associated most of the time to car, we argue in this section that other vehicle types can be used, like civil aircraft for example.
Indeed, lately, new communication means are studied to fulfil airlines and passenger communication requirements. In this context, AANETs (Aeronautical Ad hoc NETworks, i.e.: MANETs with aircraft as nodes) represent an attractive solution. The feasibility of such networks has been demonstrated for instance in [7] . This category of network can be seen as a subcategory of VANETs as emphasised in [8] : "MANETs that span planes, trains, automobiles, and robots are called vehicle ad hoc networks (VANETs)". As illustrated in table 1, we list the main characteristics of VANETs based on descriptions found in related articles and show that AANETs share most of the characteristics of VANETs with cars. Some characteristics of AANET are obvious like high mobility of nodes or high probability of network partition. Some others need more explanation. In the same way as cars have movements constrained by road and traffic, civil aircraft have to follow trajectory imposed by air traffic controller. Furthermore, AANETs can also be subject to channel congestion problem. Indeed, some area, like close to airports, can have a hight density of aircraft, which may cause interference problem as explained in [9] .
VANET Characteristics
Ref Relevant for AANET High mobility of nodes [6] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] Yes High probability of network partition [6] , [10] , [12] Yes Predictability of the movements of nodes [6] , [11] , [12] , [13] Yes
Very large scale [6] Yes Velocity restricted by speed limits and road traffic [11] No
Channel congestion risk due to a high vehicular traffic density [14] Yes
No energy restriction [11] , [12] Yes Type of application : geographical, hard delay constraint [12] (Yes)
Interaction with on-board sensors [12] Yes Table 1 : VANET / AANET characteristics comparison As we will see in the next section, many applications of the P/S communication paradigm can be applied to AANETs, especially for the ATC (Air Traffic Control) or AOC (Airline Operational Communication) domains. This is the reason why this specific subgroup of VANETs has been targeted in the examples introduced in the next section. However, these examples can be easily transposed to VANETs with car (ex: cab company communication toward all of their cabs or announcement of a car accident)
Application examples in AANET
To better understand the specific needs of AANET Publish / Subscribe applications, this section introduces two such example applications in the context of civil aviation. The first example is the dissemination of weather situation update to aircraft located at a specific geographic area. The second example is the dissemination of content to all aircraft of an airline company. 
Weather situation update
For safety reasons, weather informations are crucial during a flight. Some phenomena like storm or wind shear are very dangerous for aircraft and so must be transmitted from ground weather stations or from an aircraft discovering a new situation to all aircraft that might encounter it. Today, most of these communications, in particular in oceanic area, use satellite links which are more expensive than classical air-group communication infrastructure like VDL (VHF Data Link) or HFDL (HF Data Link) network, as illustrated in [15] .
A new solution for those communications can be found with the use of a P/S system over an AANET composed of commercial aircraft and ground stations. In this case, publishers would be weather stations or aircraft which have knowledge about dangerous weather situations and subscribers would be aircraft which whose trajectory will get close to the concerned geographical area during the period of the weather phenomena. In order to cover this communication need, events must contain at least the following attributes: type of phenomenon, geographic area of weather phenomena and lifetime (since the weather informations are necessarily associated to a time period).
Similarly, in order to subscribe an aircraft need to know its geographical position (for example with a GPS receiver) and, if possible, its short term trajectory. Indeed, an aircraft will be only interested in weather information near its actual or short term position. A subscription will consequently follow the following principle : "I want to receive all weather informations regarding the geographical area <position> which will happen in the time period <time> (deduced from current position and trajectory)."
Consequently, as illustrated in figure 1a , an event will be disseminated to subscribers located near the geographical area of the event, or converging to that point in the near future.
Message to all aircraft of an airline
Another important class of communication in civil aviation consists in the communication between airlines operational center and their aircraft (this type of communication is called Airline Operational Communication or AOC). During a flight, many informations must be exchanged between these two actors (e.g.: maintenance information, crew communications, etc.). Nowadays, this kind of communication mainly uses ACARS (Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System). ACARS is a network deployed in the 80s by airlines to allow data communication with their aircraft. Depending on the aircraft position, it can use VDL (VHF Data Link) network or SATCOM means. Although robust, this network has very limited resources (bandwidth in the amount of tens of Kbits/s, [16] ).
As in the previous example, a new solution can be proposed with the use of a P/S system over an AANET (which offers better performance than ACARS, as explained in [7] ) composed of aircraft and airline operational center. In this example, as illustrated in figure 1b, publishers will be airline operational center and subscribers will be aircraft. To be properly filtered, events and subscriptions must contain at least the airline name as attribute. Furthermore, the advantage of a P/S system over a classical multicast communication would be in the filtering capabilities it offers. Indeed, more focused communications can easily be achieved with events being transmitted only to a specific type of aircraft or to aircraft bound for a given airport.
Expected features of P/S systems for VANET
The examples of the previous section show that traditional P/S system can not provide an optimal answer to the VANET content-based communication research question. In the first example, with a classical P/S solution, planes can subscribe to 'dangerous weather situation'. However, this subscription will be too large and will lead to the reception of useless events since planes are interested specifically by 'dangerous weather situation close to their position or route '. To accommodate this kind of subscription, a new concept is needed: the node context. Furthermore, one of the VANETs features is the high probability of network partitioning leading to frequent disconnections. A consequence of these disconnections is that some events (potentially critical) will not be received. To avoid this situation, a P/S system designed for VANETs needs to allow the persistence of events in the network. These two features are detailed in this section.
Node context
A node context is a list of attributes which complements subscriptions, and is used to more precisely filter received events. This better filtering allows a reduction in the use of network resources which are scarce in VANETs. Several definitions exist for node context. Simple definitions reduce context to the node location ("location context", see [17] , [18] or [19] ). Some other definitions like [20] are more generic and define the node context has a combination of static attributes and dynamic attributes, either defined in an absolute way or defined in relation with other nodes. For example, the velocity of a node can be considered as a dynamic context attribute. An absolute definition of this attribute will be 'velocity = 50 mph' while a relative definition will be 'velocity superior to the velocity of the node in front of me'. In relation to the examples discussed above, a node context would be defined as the node location, changing over time. We think that static attributes are not mandatory as they can easily be included in the subscriptions. For the second example introduced above, the company name of an aircraft can be seen as a static context attribute. In a content-based P/S system, this context attribute could easily be replaced by an 'airline name' attribute correctly filled in subscriptions and published events.
Node context should not be mandatory to dispatch events. Indeed, in the example in section 3.2 the node location is not relevant for the communication (i.e.: an airline want to send a message to all aircraft, regardless of their position).
Persistent events
As explain in [21] , the persistence of events is the ability for a P/S system to store events during its lifetime. Thus, subscribers interested by an event but not connected when this event has been sent are able to retrieve it later.
Traditional P/S systems for fixed infrastructure network do not necessarily implement this feature. However, this feature is essential for VANETs where disconnections of node are frequent. To save network resources, the persistence can be handled with the introduction of a lifetime associated to each event. Indeed, most of the time, an event is of interest only for a given time period and can be deleted afterwards. Some solutions, like [20] , also use a lifetime associated to each subscription. We do not think this is mandatory since P/S API generally include an UNSUBSCRIBE primitive to remove a subscription from the system. To add persistence to a P/S system, two family of solutions exist. Events can be retransmitted periodically by publishers, this is costly in network bandwidth though, especially for a VANET. Another solution would be to store events in the network during its lifetime. Events can be hold by publishers (the simplest way) or by any node in the network (such as a broker for a P/S system based on overlay network, see next section).
Existing solutions
Recently, technical solutions have been proposed to offer Publish/Subscribe communication systems adapted to VANETs. They can be classified in three categories: geographic routing based solutions, proximity routing based solutions and overlay network based solutions. In this section, the technical principles are detailed for each of these groups of solutions. Advantages and disadvantages are then identified, particularly in the light of the expected features of a P/S systems detailed in the previous section (node context and persistence of events). The two AANET based applications introduced in section 3 will be used as illustrations. Figure 2 show the situation considered, which includes two communications from a same publisher. The first communication correspond to a weather situation update sent toward a geographical area where 4 planes are present. The second communication is a message sent to all plane of an airline (grey planes in the figure). 
Geographic routing based solutions
The solutions presented in this section use geographic routing to dispatch events from the publisher to the subscribers. In order for those to work correctly, two conditions must be met: network nodes must be equipped with a positioning system (e.g.: a GPS receiver) and all events must be associated with a geographical area. Many examples of applications respecting these assumptions can be introduced, starting with the example from section 3.1.
PCBD Persistent Content-Based Dissemination [22] is a solution that was defined for VANETs composed of both cars and info-stations (i.e.: fixed infrastructure nodes). This solution uses the following mechanisms: first, the publisher sends an event to a geographical area using a geographical routing protocol, this event is received by all nodes (cars and info-stations alike) in the area; then this event is stored in an info-station if there is one available, or else in vehicles. To choose the most appropriate vehicles, navigation systems can be used to determine the vehicles that will remain for the longest time in the area. Each vehicle periodically advertises its planned route and its interests (classical subscription mechanism, with in addition a vehicle context, the planned route). Info-stations or vehicles receiving subscriptions try to match them with their stored events. Events with positive matching are then sent to the corresponding subscriber.
Context-Aware PS for MANET As for PCBD, this solution, introduced in [20] , uses a geographical routing protocol in order to disseminate an event in the geographical area associated. There are, however, two significant differences. First, the notion of context is explicitly defined and the classical publish / subscribe API has been extended to use it efficiently. Secondly, nodes interested by events for a specific zone do not have to wait to be in the target area to send their subscription request since they also use a geographical routing protocol.
Application example As illustrated in figure 3 , geographic routing based solutions fit well with applications where subscribers are grouped in an area, but they are not adapted to case where subscribers are dispersed in the network. In this last case it would equivalent to broadcast the message since the target geographical area covers the entire network. 
Proximity routing based solutions
Solutions detailed in this section use the idea that most nodes interested by an event are close to the publisher. From this assumption, events are broadcast within a restricted geographical range around the publisher.
STEAM Scalable Timed Events And Mobility, presented in [18] , is a content based publish/subscribe system designed for Wireless Ad-Hoc Network. In order to achieve scalability, this solution introduce the concept of proximity filters in addition to topic and content filters. This new filter introduces a range of dissemination around the publisher for the events. Each event is then sent only to nodes within this range of the publisher. This is motivated by the applications envisioned for this system (e.g.: a traffic light application where traffic lights produce events to indicate light changes to vehicle near them) and by the need to achieve good scalability on Ad Hoc networks with limited resources.
PERHAVO/LPSS Location-based Publish-Subscribe Service, defined in [23] , uses the notion of proximity to disseminate events and subscription to a geographical range around the publisher and the subscriber respectively. To match a publication to a subscription one has to meet two conditions : the content match (as for any other content based P/S system) and the location match (i.e.: the subscriber and the publisher must both be located in the intersection of the publication and subscription spaces).
ALPS Adaptive Location-based Publish/Subscribe [19] is a location-based Publish/Subscribe solution. As LPSS, this solution includes a notion of location context complementing content-based queries. This context is then used to complement the content match with a location match. There are two main differences with LPSS. First ALPS introduces three content match strategies: "(1) message-centric algorithms (MCAs), where publishers broadcast messages in the message range and subscribers are in charge of performing matches; (2) querycentric algorithms (QCAs), where subscribers broadcast queries in the query space and publishers perform matches and subsequently route messages; and (3) hybrid ones (Hybrid) where both messages and queries are broadcast within a restricted area. In this last strategy, intermediate nodes are in charge of performing matches and routing messages to subscribers." In this terminology, LPSS uses only message-centric algorithm. The second difference with LPSS is that ALPS offers persistence of messages in the network thanks to the introduction of a lifetime specified by the application for each event. To ensure this persistence, events are retransmitted periodically by publishers.
Application example All the solutions detailed in this section introduce and use the location context of node to dispatch an event. Some of them (like ALPS) also implements persistent messages, which is a critical feature for a P/S system adapted to VANET as discussed in section 4.2. However, as illustrated in figure  4 , proximity routing based solutions, although they have the advantage of not using many network resources, are only suitable for cases where publishers and subscribers are close together. Consequently, this kind of solutions cannot be used for the applications introduced in section 3. 
Solutions based on overlay network
The solutions that will be discussed in this section introduce a new component in the P/S architecture: the broker. Brokers are the entities responsible for dispatching events from publishers to subscribers and are interconnected thus forming an overlay network. Most P/S middleware for wired-networks are overlay network based solutions ( [3] , [4] ). Accordingly, some P/S systems try to adapt this concept in the context of MANETs. They are detailed in this section.
REDS / SPCF REconfigurable Dispatching System [24] is a content based P/S framework adapted to mobile network topologies like those of VANETs. REDS is a modular solution which offers several protocol implementations to dispatch event and manage dynamic broker topology (as in [25] ). In particular, REDS offers an implementation for a context-aware P/S system with the SPCF (Shortest Path Context Forwarding) protocol [26] . This solution introduces a new API to manage node context in subscriptions and publications. This context information is used in the routing process in the overlay network, with the introduction of a context table for each broker. SPCF uses this table with the more classical content table to make forwarding decisions in the broker network.
REBECA Rebeca Event-Based Electronic Commerce Architecture [27] is another content Publish/Subscribe system based on a modular framework. Unlike REDS, REBECA has been primarily developed for fixed networks. An extension of REBECA as then been proposed in [28] to support mobility. This extension introduces the concept of logical and physical mobility for clients. Physical mobility results in the disconnection of a client from his broker and the connection to another broker. This phase can produce a loss of events and so has to be handled correctly by the P/S System. Logical mobility happens when a client moves without broker disconnection. In this case, the client may need to update its subscriptions (called "automated location awareness within a defined environment" in the article). Logical mobility can be seen as a restrictive context used to update a subscription. The mobility extension of REBECA proposes solutions to deal with these two mobility issues by using two features of REBECA: the publisher advertisement [21] and the routing algorithm based on "Learning by the Reverse Path" [29] . Table 2 provides a synthesis of P/S solutions according to several criteria: adaptability according VANET characteristics or distribution of recipients and available features for applications.
Synthesis

Conclusion
In this article, we have performed a survey on current solutions for publish / subscribe systems in VANETs. We first presented the main characteristics of VANETs, and argued that Aeronautical Ad Hoc Networks were a subgroup of VANETs. We then presented two examples of application of a publish/subscribe system in the particular context of AANETs in civil aviation, stating that similar applications could be found in the more general context of the VANETs. Using these two applications, we have extracted two desirable features of P/S systems for VANETs, namely the node context filtering and the persistence of events in the network. Finally, we presented three classes of solutions for P/S systems in VANETs, geographic routing based solutions, proximity based solutions and overlay network based solutions. As we emphasized in each case, none of these solutions can tackle all the communication needs of the two example applications. Geographic routing and proximity routing based solutions are ill-adapted to the case where subscribers are disseminated throughout the network. To this regard overlay network based solutions seem the best suited, but the amount of overhead introduced by the maintenance of the overlay network might be a problem in resources limited VANETs.
A comprehensive evaluation of the existing solutions through simulations and the development of a specifically designed P/S system able to address the underlined limits shall then be our next step toward the definition of a scalable, flexible P/S system for VANETs.
